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cgminer is a powerful command-line based miner with a gui (graphical user interface), where users
can mine from a command-line or a gui. it is easy to setup and has a good gui. it is also completely

open source, so it is easy to mine with or tweak to your liking. it was originally designed to mine with
asics, but has since had support for scripts and gpus added as well. a full description of the software

can be found here. to join a mining pool, you need to download and install the mining software,
which is as simple as clicking a button and following the instructions. once youve installed the

software, simply download the latest version of your wallet from our website. to begin mining, run
the cgminer software and choose your options. the default is to use the asic (application specific
integrated circuit) to mine for bitcoins. if you want to mine for an alternative scrypt-based crypto

currency like litecoin, choose gpu (graphics processing unit). a lot of people are still surprised by the
fact that you can actually mine and receive coins for free with your cpu or gpu. this is because most
of the alt coins (those other than the two most popular - bitcoin and litecoin) use the scrypt hashing
algorithm. many asic manufacturers make products that can mine scrypt, and the scrypt algorithm

was first designed to make the mining process more cpu intensive and therefore much more difficult
to solve using asics. a given gpu or cpu will be able to solve a block every 10 minutes (or so). its

pretty easy to calculate the amount of time you would have to spend mining (about 4 hours) to be
able to cover the cost of an asic miner. if you already have a gpu or cpu or other hardware for other
purposes, you might as well put it to work mining crypto currencies. your gpu or cpu could be mining

litecoin, dogecoin, feathercoin, other x11, qt, etc.
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